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The increasing use of artiଏcial intelligence (AI) technologies across application

domains has prompted our society to pay closer attention to AI’s trustworthiness,

fairness, interpretability, and accountability. In order to foster trust in AI, it is

important to consider the potential of interactive visualization, and how such

visualizations help build trust in AI systems. This manifesto discusses the relevance

of interactive visualizations and makes the following four claims: i) trust is not a

technical problem, ii) trust is dynamic, iii) visualization cannot address all aspects

of trust, and iv) visualization is crucial for human agency in AI.

W
ith the increased use of AI techniques, there

are increased concerns about trustworthi-

ness, fairness, interpretability, and account-

ability of these systems. Discussing and addressing these

concerns is an inherently multi-disciplinary problem,

requiring conversations and research activities that cross

disciplines and methods. In order to foster trust in AI, it is

important to consider the potential of interactive visuali-

zation, and how such visualizations help build trust in AI

systems. This manifesto discusses the relevance of inter-

active visualizations in fostering trust in AI andmakes the

following four interrelated claims:

1) Trust is not a technical problem. Therefore, it

is risky to address it without considering the
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organizational, sociological, and psychological

factors that affect trust.

2) Trust is dynamic. It needs to be evaluated and

reconsidered regularly, as the world, and peo-

ple’s perception of it, evolves over time, and so

does our trust toward AI.

3) Visualization cannot address all aspects of

trust. Despite its strong potential in providing

algorithmic and data transparency, visualization

designs could be subjective and opinionated,

and may not directly facilitate all factors that

can help build trust—poor designs could even

induce mistrust.

4) Visualization is crucial for human agency in AI.

It is a powerful interface that bridges humans,

data, and algorithms, and a ଏexible tool that can

adapt to different users’ evolving values, knowl-

edge, and preferences.

Together, our four claims underscore that any suc-

cessfulmethods to help people gain trust inAImust care-

fully consider and adapt to people’s evolving needs and

nontechnical factors that affect trust; while not a pana-

cea, visualization is a powerful interface that empowers

andbridges humanswithAI to enable such essential con-

sideration and adaptation. Thismanifesto provides a criti-

cal dissection of the important and nuanced problem of

fostering trust in AI, and offers fresh interdisciplinary per-

spectives for inspiring future research.

Trust is Not a Technical Problem
Important sociological and psychological factors that

affect trust are often neglected or not taken into

account when designing and building AI-based visuali-

zation systems.2 Those factors include, for instance,

personal fears and values, unfairness, external actors

(social and community), knowledge and experience,

and others (Figure 1). As these challenges are inher-

ently nontechnical, limiting their solution to technical

design decisions does not fully resolve the issues. For

example, some personal fears arise when there are mis-

conceptions about what AI is or what it can achieve.3

Similarly, end-users might have had negative experien-

ces with AI in the past, or might be wary of the unclear

accountability, responsibility, or level of human control.

Hence, prior experiences with AI technologies, or a lack

of such experiences, may shape one’s perception of

trustworthiness. Such prior experiences can lead to

skepticism and doubts toward AI-based systems that

need to be addressed on a nontechnical level, such as

through targeted communication campaigns, affective

design, or teaching. More research is needed to address

such concerns; neglecting them can hinder trusting an

otherwise trustworthy AI-based system.

Trust is Dynamic
Gaining trust in AI is a dynamic process. For high-

stake applications, trust is usually developing slowly

but can be lost quickly. Even if trust is once estab-

lished, we cannot be sure that our trust would never

be misplaced. Hence, trust has to be evaluated and

reconsidered regularly. The need to re-evaluate trust

can arise for technical reasons, such as shifts in data

and error distributions, or changes in tasks’ scope,

goals, and practical impacts. Such technical issues

can remain undiscovered at the time of deployment,

and emerge over time or through user behaviors.

Trust is also a personal issue. Our human experience

of trust can be subjective, e.g., depending on one’s per-

sonal history, background, AI expertise, personality, cul-

tural background, and social environment.4 These

factors also evolve over time and are inଏuenced by our

daily experiences, news, media, friends, family, and soci-

ety. In addition, humans are prone to overtrust and

FIGURE 1. Design dimensions for AI systems include a wide spectrum of personal and environmental factors, derived from a

structured literature survey.1
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distrust.5 Thismeans that anymethods that aim at build-

ing trust need to be adaptive, to adjust to users’ changing

needs and trust levels, and to help users calibrate their

trust to an appropriate level. For example, Sperrle et al.11

developed a system for the guided reଏnement of topic

models (Figure 2). As the system incrementally adds

more documents, different single-objective guidance

agents observe the process and make speciଏc sugges-

tions of alternative models. Over time, all agents learn in

which analysis contexts their suggestions are typically

accepted or rejected, and adapt their suggestions of

alternative models to these contexts. The evaluation

shows that several participants were initially skeptical

toward the agents, but were willing to spend signiଏcant

time training them (by providing relevance feedback),

expecting better suggestions in the future. Similarly, the

perception that residents have of tornado predictions

andwarnings candegrade over timewhen false positives

occur (even when uncertainty or low likelihood is com-

municated).12 Future research aiming to build trust in AI

systems should help people decide if, when, and to what

extent they should trust a speciଏc system.

Visualization Cannot Address All

Aspects of Trust
As stated above, trustworthy AI requires far more than

technical solutions. The Guidelines for Trustworthy AI

of the European Union,6 as one inଏuential set of guide-

lines among similar guidelines published by compa-

nies and public institutions alike, mention a broad

range of challenges, including: human agency and

oversight, in which legal frameworks are central; tech-

nical robustness and safety, for which technical solu-

tions are requisite; and privacy and data governance,

for which careful consideration and negotiation of

individual and public interests is essential. Visualiza-

tion systems that ଏrst and foremost take a technical

approach, such as providing algorithmic transparency

or revealing evidence from large datasets, cannot

address such issues comprehensively.

When a decision is made, whether to trust a tool or

not, social factors can play an important role as well.

For instance, someone might trust an AI system

because a friend or a trusted expert recommended it.

In this case, the trust we have in a person has implica-

tions on our trust in the AI system. However, convinc-

ing someone to put trust in an AI system can also be

the result of a communication process. Expressive vis-

ualizations can support that process by providing

the necessary transparency or explaining the inner

workings of a system. In this case, visualizations are a

valuable tool but no standalone solution.7

Visualization can be opinionated. This can be prob-

lematic if it arises from benign design opinions to pur-

posefully disguising information through agenda-

FIGURE 2. The topic modeling system by Sperrle et al.11 supports users with single-objective guidance agents that, over time,

learn in which analysis contexts to provide their speciଏc suggestions of alternative models. This adaptation over time personal-

izes the system to a given user and their needs and expectations, thereby increasing their trust (see Claim 2).
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driven encoding. Poor design choices or focusing on

the wrong task can easily invalidate visualization as a

trust-building tool for AI, no matter if by accident or by

agenda. The human–computer interaction (HCI) and

visualization (Vis) community should establish a work-

able theory of how and if trust can be built toward a

system at all, or only between humans using the tools

and humans creating them.

Equally important is the clear understanding of the

AI models themselves and the limitations of “explain-

able artiଏcial intelligence” (XAI) techniques. For

instance, if visualization only explains parts of a model

or local decisions, it might introduce conଏrmation bias

or unjustiଏed trust in a model. Future research should

build effective bridges between AI and humans via a

thorough understanding of where visualization is truly

beneଏcial to increase the trust in AI.

Visualization is Crucial for Human

Acency in AI
While we argue that visualization is not equipped to

address all aspects of trust yet, it is a core enabling tech-

nique to do so. Interactive visualization is the interface

between humans, algorithms, and data; thus, it serves

an utmost important role in fostering trust in AI meth-

ods. Mentioned by the EU Guidelines for Trustworthy

AI,6 the need to provide transparency—including trace-

ability, explainability, and communication—reinforces

the important role that visualization can serve.

Chen et al.9 addressed the broad challenge of what

visualization is really for, with saving time as one of

their core arguments. The advent of AI has made pre-

dominant other areas where visualization is a critical

enabling facility to create a bridge in human–machine

partnership, especially in the context of trust.

In their encompassing survey, Chatzimparmpas

et al.10 identiଏed many visualization techniques which

help in understanding parts of the AI process, e.g., AI

model visualization, parameter space visualization, or

data and prediction uncertainties. These are already

available to foster trust in AI for experts. Recent work

also studies adaptive visual interfaces. These results

propose smart layouts and visual representations, and

hence can compensate for or augment user abilities,

taking into account individual visual literacy, domain

knowledge, expectations, and goals. Furthermore, when

adaptation is dynamic, it can account for and leverage

learning, changes in preferences, values, and evolution

of mental models. Putting such methods into practice

can enable trust and agency also for nonexperts, such

as end-users and other stakeholders, besidesAI experts.

Also, on an organizational level, visualization can play a

key role in enabling integration of information at differ-

ent levels of granularity, from different perspectives to

exposemultifaceted aspects of the data to informpolicy

makers or support legal disputes.

These are very promising perspectives for support-

ing trust in AI by visualizing certain aspects of AI-

based data analysis, and for different tasks and users.

FIGURE 3. QUESTO8 allows users to interactively specify constraints of objective functions, and observe how well models are

able to meet each of them (see Claim 4).
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How to integrate and extend these methods, to sup-

port the AI process end-to-end and for all stakehold-

ers and users, and for all modes of involvement and

interaction, remains an important challenge for the

visualization ଏeld. For example, one line of research is

in probing the design space of what the appropriate

medium is to foster communication between people

and AI-driven systems. This beneଏts people byfoster-

ing trust through being able to observe the model out-

puts visually and inspect speciଏc model parameters

directly. Additionally, when domain-speciଏc inaccura-

cies or discrepancies are found in the outputs of these

models, user feedback is often used to incrementally

adapt the models to be better-suited to speciଏc

domains or decisions. Recently, Das et al.8 presented

the concept of interactive objective functions as the

method for this user feedback to be incorporated.

Their approach allows users to specify particular

aspects of the model and data that are important for

the task or domain, which are then translated into

constraints of the objective function used to generate

and select models through the use of AutoML techni-

ques. Figure 3 shows the visual interface for users to

adjust constraints and observe how well models are

able to meet each of them. Additional such research

can pinpoint other areas where providing people inter-

active visual representations of parameters or struc-

tural components of AI models can help promote

trust.

CONCLUSION
AI continues to make an impact on a myriad of data-

rich application areas. As this trend continues, there is

a growing need for tools that help people gain a better

understanding of these technologies. People from a

variety of backgrounds are faced with trying to gain a

holistic understanding of AI’s trustworthiness, fair-

ness, interpretability, accountability, and other

related factors. In response, this manifesto dis-

cusses the role of interactive visualization as a

method to promote and foster such concepts. We

highlight four claims and discuss their rationale.

Further, we indicate areas where interdisciplinary

teams, research, and methodologies are required to

make an impact. Through this manifesto, we aim to

inspire future research that will result in impactful

outcomes toward the goal of achieving informed

trust in AI.
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